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WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF 
CULINARY REFINEMENT

At Cosy&Trendy, we believe that serving an exceptional meal and creating an unforgettable 
experience go beyond just the ingredients; it’s also about the presentation on a perfectly 
set table. As a dedicated partner for culinary professionals, we offer a curated collection 
of beautiful, high-quality tableware. Each piece is meticulously designed and developed 
by our product specialists to dress your table to perfection.

Cosy&Trendy was established in 2003, emerging from the skilled hands of Billiet-Vanlaere, 
a family-owned distribution company with an impressive 91 years of expertise in the world 
of tableware and cookware. We are committed to providing top-notch products at an 
affordable price and strive to inspire you in the art of dining.

Our extensive and contemporary collection is crafted with an eye for detail and 
craftsmanship, allowing you to present each dish to its fullest potential. Whether you are 
a chef in search of modern tableware for the ultimate dining experience or a hospitality 
entrepreneur aiming for a distinctive presentation, Cosy&Trendy has everything you need.

Step into the fascinating world of table dressing at our showroom in Tielt, Belgium, where 
our complete range of products is displayed in all its splendor. We invite you to immerse 
yourself in inspiration and envision the perfect table setting for any occasion.

Discover the essence of culinary refinement with Cosy&Trendy, and together, we will 
elevate your dining experience to new heights.
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ELEMENTS
Immerse yourself in a world of cosiness with the Elements porcelain 
tableware. The warm earth tones exude a nostalgic atmosphere, while 
the unique spherical shapes add a modern and oriental touch. Each 
piece in this extensive range is expertly crafted in quality porcelain 
with beautiful contrasting color combinations. From generous cups to a 
range of plates, bowls and saucers. Available in Mineral, Mustard and 
Maroon colors with a cheerful speckle. 
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BOGOTA
Embrace the eclectic charm of the Bogota series, a full spectrum 
collection that surprises with its variety of shapes. Each piece is 
made from high-quality, impact-resistant porcelain, ensuring both 
adaptability and longevity. Accented with a warm, rich reactive glaze, 
soothing color highlights, and homely speckles, the Bogota range 
introduces depth and personality to your table. The dark, reactive 
glaze surface provides a dramatic backdrop that makes culinary 
colors pop and turns every dish into a memorable presentation.
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ETNA
Indulge in the robust excellence of the Etna series, 
where extreme quality and durability meets the 
demands of intensive use. Made from high-quality 
porcelain reinforced with alumina, this collection 
resists wear with remarkable resilience, all while 
maintaining a sleek aesthetic. The plates feature 
a unique angular edge finish, where the gentle 
curves give way to a strikingly crisp edge that 
creates a distinctive look. The dark brown matte 
and scratch-resistant glaze, speckled with light 
shades, ensures a visually appealing presentation.
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ARTISAN
Delve into the sophisticated world of the Artisan collection, where British 
design meets functional elegance. This line of high-quality, alumina-
rich porcelain offers perfectly proportioned pieces for restaurant and 
hotel use, available in various depths for unique culinary presentations. 
The collection’s pure shapes ensure professional ease of use, while 
each item is not only durable but also remarkably light and stacks 
easily. Designers have thoughtfully selected the glazes to complement 
every season and setting, capturing everything from sparkling spring 
to warm and relaxed holiday moods.
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SOLAS
Dive into the captivating indigo hues of the Solas dinnerware 
collection. Each piece, with its distinctive reactive glaze, lures the 
eye to a mesmerizing center where a tangible ray pattern unfolds. 
This porcelain series not only enhances the aesthetic of your table, but 
also brings a decorative touch that complements any setting. Crafted 
from premium porcelain, the Solas collection seamlessly blends 
sophisticated elegance with lasting durability, transforming every 
meal into a graceful experience and guaranteeing ease of use.
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NORA
Explore the versatility of Nora, a curated selection 
of oven trays and presentation dishes tailored for 
a variety of culinary delights. From lavish lasagna 
and hearty stews to elegant bowls and plates for 
showcasing your dishes, Nora’s collection is a 
testament to culinary versatility and presentation. 
The artful finish with a reactive glaze creates a 
mesmerizing transition from radiant blue edges 
to a gentle white center, ensuring your creations 
take center stage. Designed for both baking and 
presentation, the collection combines practicality 
and beauty, making it essential for any culinary 
professional. The collection’s highlight: an artisan 
tagine with a beautiful spiral-shaped lid, that 
embodies Nora’s fusion of function and artistry.
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COSY&TRENDY IS DISTRIBUTED BY BILLIET-VANLAERE NV

WANT TO VISIT OUR SHOWROOM OR 
RECEIVE MORE INFORMATION?

CONTACT US AT SALES@BILLIET.BE OR +32 (0) 51 40 27 94

WWW.BILLIET.BIZ | INFO@BILLIET.BE
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ALL TYPES OF HOBS
This product is suitable for all hob types (gas, 
electric, ceramic and induction) due to its design 
and materials.

STACKABLE
These plates are intelligently designed to be 
stackable, optimizing storage space in cabinets or 
shelves. 

INDUCTION
This product is suitable for all induction hobs.

HANDWASH RECOMMENDED
This item is not dishwasher safe. Handwash is 
strongly recommended.

MICROWAVE SAFE
This product is microwave-safe, designed with 
materials that can withstand microwave heat 
without compromising its integrity.

ALUMINIUM
The product is made from aluminium, which is 
lightweight and a great heat conductor.

CAST IRON
The product is made from aluminium, which is 
lightweight and a great heat conductor.

OVEN SAFE
This product is oven safe up to 170°C.

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is safe to be used in industrial 
dishwashers.

SUPERIOR STONEWARE
This product is made from superior stoneware.

DISHWASHER SAFE < 70 ° C
This product is dishwasher safe upto 70°c.

PORCELAIN
This product is made from high quality porcelain.

BOROSILICATE
This product is made from heat resistant borosilicate 
glass.

MELAMINE
This product is made from unbreakable melamine.




